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A comparison study of histochemical staining of various tissues after
Carnoy’s and formalin fixation
Hussain Gadelkarim Ahmed, Ahmed Ibn idris Mohammed,
Mohammed Omer Mohammed Hussein.
Abstract
Background: The potential problems related to the use of formalin in histopathology, such as
health hazards, deterioration of nuclei acids are well-known. The aim of this study was to evaluate
the utilization of a Carnoy’s solution fixation in comparison with formalin on subsequent tissue
sectioning and histochemical staining.
Materials and Methods: Corresponding sections of 25 tissue biopsies of rabbit’s different organs
were fixed in Carnoy’s solution and in 10% neutral buffered formalin. Samples were processed
using the conventional method and then stained applying five histochemical methods. The degree of
the quality of the staining was assessed for each method by scoring system (1-10) depending on
comparison of the stained tissue sections with illustrated photomicrographs.
Results: For the quality of cutting, the best quality was obtained by Formalin (mean = 4.76) then
Carnoy’s fixative (mean =3.84). The best quality of Haematoxylin and Eosin staining was obtained
by formalin (mean =5.28) then Carnoy's (mean = 4.00). For Alcian blue and Perl’s Prussian blue,
the best staining qualities were obtained by Formalin (mean = 4.76 and 5.64 respectively) followed
by Carnoy's (mean = 2.88 and 3.92 respectively). For periodic Acid Schiff's the best staining quality
was obtained following Carnoy's fixation (mean = 4.52) then, the formalin (mean = 3.76).
Conclusion: Although, Carnoy’s fluid is a safe fixative and can rapidly penetrate the tissues, but it
can’t be a substitute for formalin.
Keywords: Haematoxylin, photomicrographs, Eosin staining.

I

deal fixative must preserve cells and
tissue constituents in as close as life-like
state as possible while allowing them to
undergo further preparative procedures
without change1. With the advent of
technology for developing staining techniques
several reviews have discussed extensively
the effects of fixation and fixatives on
subsequent processing procedures2, 3. Fixation
depends on the coefficient of diffusibility of
the fixative and the rate at which it reacts with
the tissue components4. In general, the higher
the coefficient of diffusibility the better the
fixative. To facilitate more uniform
penetration of the fixative, it is imperative to
fix small volumes of tissues (5 mm to1 cm).
The volume of fixative should be in excess of
20 times the volume of the tissuev5.

The speed of fixation depends on the rate of
diffusion of fixative into the tissue and the
rate of chemical reactions with various
components6. In practice, it is assumed that
these processes require at least one hour per
mm of tissue thickness, but routinely the
tissues are fixed for 24 to 48 hours. Although
the relatively broad time range presumably
has no effect on histopathology, the longer
duration of fixation adversely affects the
quality of tissue DNA7. The rate-limiting step
in formaldehyde fixation is the binding of
carbonyl formaldehyde to the tissues8.
Immediate microwave irradiation of tissues
for 1 to 2 minutes to 60°C has been shown to
better preserve nucleic acids presumably
because of reduced enzymatic degradation
and enhanced fixation9. The average size of
DNA extracted from tissues fixed in buffered
formalin decreases with increasing fixation
time. Tissues fixed in buffered formalin for 3
to 6 hours yield greater amounts of highmolecular weight DNA10.
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This means that 50 sections (25 fixed in
formalin and 25 in Carnoy’s) were stained by
each staining method. The degree of the
quality of the staining was assessed for each
method by scoring system (1-10) depending
on comparison of the stained tissue sections
with illustrated photomicrographs13.
The study was approved by Sudan University
for Science and Technology, Faculty of
Medical Laboratory Science Research Board.
Results
In this study, the subsequent qualities of
tissue sectioning and histochemical staining
following 10% neutral buffered Formalin and
Carnoy's fixatives were assessed in tissues
obtained from different organs of a rabbit.
The mean count for each procedure with its
corresponding fixative was calculated from
50 sections. For quality of cutting, the best
quality was obtained by buffered Formalin
(mean = 4.76) then Carnoy's fixative (mean
=3.84). The quality of (H and E) staining was
obtained by buffered formalin (mean =5.28)
then Carnoy's (mean = 4.00). For the Alcian
blue and pearl's Prussian blue, the best
staining qualities were obtained by Formalin
(mean = 4.76 and 5.64 respectively) followed
by Carnoy's (mean = 2.88 and 3.92
respectively). For periodic Acid Schiff's the
best staining quality was obtained following
Carnoy's fixation (mean = 4.52) then, the
buffered formalin (mean = 3.76), as shown in
Table.1.

Aldehydes have various toxicity problems.
Formaldehyde exposure was associated with
an increased risk for Hodgkin lymphoma
multiple myeloma and leukemia, particularly
myeloid leukemia, that increased with peak
and average intensity of exposure11. In an
attempt to over-come these, there have been
various efforts made to devise a nonaldehydes containing fixatives for general
purposes. However, there have been several
suggestions, but none has been satisfactory as
a
general
purpose
fixative
for
histopathology12.
Carnoy’s fixative is rapid in action and may
be used for urgent specimens for paraffin
processing within five hours; tissue fixed in
Carnoy’s for one hour can be transferred to
absolute alcohol to start tissue processing12.
Therefore, in this study we tried the
possibility of using Carnoy’s as routine
fixative for histopathology.
Materials and Methods
Twenty five Parallel tissue biopsies of similar
dimensions, 2 × 2 × 0.3 cm were taken from
rabbit’s different organs (Spleen, Liver,
Intestine, Kidney and others) and fixed in
Carnoy’s fixative and 10% neutral buffered
formalin. Carnoy’s fixative is composed of
ethanol, chloroform and glacial acetic acid.
All samples were immersed in fixative within
30 minutes of surgery. Immersion time was
similar for both fixatives for each specimen
(12 hours for Carnoy’s and 24 hours for
formalin). Carnoy’s and Formalin-fixed
samples were then processed using a
conventional 24 hours schedule tissue
processing method (A tissue processing
machine (Leica 2000)). Paraffin-wax
embedded tissue blocks were produced and
sectioned by a Rotary Microtome to obtained
5 micron tissue sections. The quality of tissue
sectioning was assessed for each tissue block
depending on the following criterion;
softness, releasing of serial sections, complete
section, absence of scratching and thickness.
Each 25 tissue sections (obtained from 25
tissue biopsies of different organs) were
stained separately using one of the following
histochemical staining methods; H and E,
Alcian blue, Perl’s Prussian blue and PAS.
© Sudan JMS Vol. 5, No.4. Dec 2010

Table 1: Distribution of fixatives efficiency
means count by subsequent procedures
Fixative
subsequent procedures
Quality of cutting
Quality of staining by H&E َ◌
Quality of staining by Alcian
blue
Quality of staining by PAS
Quality of staining by Perl's
Prussian blue

F
4.76
5.28
4.76

C
3.84
4.00
2.88

3.76
5.64

4.52
3.92

F= Formalin, C= Carnoy's.
In regard to the degree of the quality of the
procedure following fixation, very good
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Histocheemical stainiing after Carrnoy’s and foormalin fixattion.
fixativve in this ordder, as indicaated in Figurre2.

qualities off sectioning were obtaained in 9
(36%) andd 5(20%) after Form
malin and
Carnoy's fixxatives respeectively. Heence, good
sectioning qqualities weree identified in
i 3 (12%)
and 6(24%
%) after forrmalin and Carnoy's
correspondinngly. Furtthermore, acceptable
sectioning qualities
q
werre detected inn 13(52%)
and 14(56%
%) following formalin andd Carnoy's
fixative in thhis order, as indicated inn Figure. 1.

Formalin
Carnoy's

H&E)
Figuree.2. Degreees of the quality (H
staininng after 10%
% neutral buuffered form
malin
and Carnoy's
C
fixattives.

F
Formalin
C
Carnoy's

Very good qualities of staininng by Alciann blue
a 3(12%) after
were obtained in 10 (40%) and
Formaalin and Carrnoy's fixativves respectively.
Hencee, good stainning qualities were identtified
in 1 (4%) and 4(16%) afteer formalin and
correspondinglyy.
Accepptable
Carnooy's
staininng qualities were deteccted in 14(556%)
and 188(72%) folloowing formaalin and Carnnoy's
fixativve in this oorder, as sho
own in Figuure3.
Also, very good qqualities of staining
s
by P
Perl's
Prussiian blue werre obtained in 12 (42%)) and
0 (0%
%) after Form
malin and Carnoy's
C
fixaatives
respecctively. Hennce, good staining
s
quaalities
were identified iin 2(8%) annd 7(28%) after
formaalin and Caarnoy's corrrespondinglyy, as
shownn in Figure.44.

Figure1. Degrees
F
D
of the quality of tissue
sectioning and (H&E)) after 10%
% neutral
b
buffered
forrmalin and Carnoy's
C
fixaatives.
Very goodd qualitiess of staiining by
V
H
Haematoxyl
lin and Eo
osin (H & E) were
obtained inn 10 (40%
%) and 7(28%) after
F
Formalin
annd Carnoy's fixatives resspectively.
H
Hence,
goodd staining quualities were identified
in 4 (16%)) and 2(8%
%) after form
malin and
Carnoy’s
correspond
dingly.
A
Acceptable
d
in 11(44%)
staining quaalities were detected
and 16(64%
%) following formalin andd Carnoy's

Formalin
Carnoy's

Figure. 3. D
F
Degrees of thee staining quuality of Alccian blue afteer 10% neutrral buffered formalin andd
Carnoy's fixxatives.
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Aggglutination test and allooantibodies iin repeated blood
b
transfuusion

Carnoyy's
Formalin

Figure.4. Deegrees of thee staining quuality of Perl’s Prussian blue
F
b after 100% neutral bu
uffered form
malin
and Carnoy's fixatives.
Furthermoree, acceptable staining qualities
F
w
were
deteccted in 11((44%) and 18(72%)
following fo
formalin andd Carnoy's fixative
f
in
t
this
order. Moreover,
M
very
v
good qualities
q
of
staining byy Periodic Acid Schifff's (PAS)
D
Diastase
w
were obtaineed in 9 (336%) and
6(24%) afteer Carnoy's and
a Formalinn fixatives
r
respectively
y. Hence, go
ood stainingg qualities
w
were
identiffied in 2 (88%) and 3(112%) after
Carnoy's aand formaalin corresppondingly.
A
Acceptable
staining quaalities were detected
d
in
f
Caarnoy's and
14(56%) andd 16(64%) following
formalin fixxative in thiis order, as shown in
F
Figure.5.

Discu
ussion
The aim
a
of fixaation is to preserve tissue
compoonents from
m the effeccts of autollysis,
putreffaction andd changes caused by the
reagennts used in variou
us histoloogical
processses. In routine histotechnoology
laboraatories, fixattives are cho
osen accordinng to
the inntended propperties, e.g.,, preservatioon of
tissue, speed of peenetration, and
a preventioon of
rearraangement or loss of solubble constitueents.
Formaalin is w
widely useed in rouutine
histoppathology
laboratoriees,
since
it
penetrrates rapidlyy with minim
mal shrinkagge of
the tisssue. Carnoy's fixative was createdd for
histoloogical proceedures to baalance shrinnkage
and distortion
d
inn tissues fixxed in absolute
alcohool, and accetic acid. It consistss of
chlorooform, alcohhol, and accetic acid. Some
S
studiees suggest Carnoy’s
C
fixxative is besst for
optim
mal preservaation of nuucleic acidds in
tissues. When coompared to neutral buff
ffered
formaalin fixationn, RNA waas found too be
easilyy extractable from Carnooy’s-fixed m
mouse
liver and well prreserved wiith only a sslight
NA7.
degraddation of hiigh-moleculaar weight RN
Althouugh, formallin has better propertiees on
tissues, but its usse have man
ny disadvantaages,
a health hazzards, deteriioration of nnuclei
such as
acids and cross-linnking
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Figure.5. Degrees of thhe staining quality of
F
P
PAS-Diastas
ses after 10% neutrall buffered
formalin andd Carnoy's fixatives.
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of proteins14-16. Formalin gives off an
unpleasant vapor that causes irritation to the
respiratory system and eyes17. There have
been many attempts in recent years to
introduce alternative methods of tissue
fixation and processing18, 19. Most have
impractical aspects for routine laboratory use;
e.g. the requirement for fixation and/or
processing at or below -4°C, or the lack of
potential for high throughput automation.
With few exceptions, these methods and
reagents have not been evaluated or validated
for tissue studies20,21.
Therefore, in this study we tried to evaluate
the utilization of a Carnoy’s solution fixation
in comparison with formalin on subsequent
tissue sectioning and histochemical staining.
Tissue biopsies from different organs of a
rabbit were initially fixed in 10% neutral
formalin or Carnoy’s solution and
subsequently stained applying; H and E,
Alcian blue, Perl’s Prussian blue and PAS.
Although, there are many fixatives that can
give more acceptable results with particular
tissue components, but still formalin is
replacing them in most of their applications
due to its popularity. However, the current
findings of this study favor the wide
popularity of formalin as a routine fixative
that permits the possibility of application of
many subsequent procedures e.g. tissue
sectioning, tissue staining methods etc. This
explain why formalin was found to be
superior with quality of tissue sectioning and
quality of tissue staining with the
Haematoxylin and Eosin (the routine staining
method) and other investigated staining
techniques in the present study with exception
of PAS method. Formalin fixes tissue by
irreversibly cross–link primary amino group
in protein with other nearby nitrogen atom in
other protein, it dose not harden the tissue and
retains cellular constituents in their vivo
relationship thus producing sections with very
good quality12. Notably, there are many
formalin solutions, some of which have
deleterious effects on certain tissue varieties
and some can affect the tissue subsequent
stainability (e.g. Acid formalin). Therefore, in
this study we applied 10% neutral buffered
© Sudan JMS Vol. 5, No.4. Dec 2010

formalin to avoid the effects of formalin
acidity. The problem with 10% buffered
formalin
is
the
slowly
increasing
concentration
of
methanol. Methanol
promotes clumping of proteins, instead of the
cross-linking of proteins that formaldehyde
performs. A methanol-free fixative will give
the best preservation, particularly if you plan
to use the tissue for antibody staining at a
later time.
The most common way to avoid methanol
in a formaldehyde solution is to make the
solution
up
fresh
from
crystalline
paraformaldehyde. Paraformaldehyde can be
quite hazardous to handle and it is often
difficult to get it to go into solution22.
Formalin favors the staining of acidic
structure (nucleus) with basic dyes and
diminishes the effect of acidic dyes on basic
structure (cytoplasm) 17. These facts render
formalin suitable with most subsequent
staining methods, which is line with the
findings of the current study. However,
development of quantitative molecular assays
using formalin fixed paraffin wax processed
tissue has many difficulties. Beside inherent
problems in creating standards in tissue-based
assays, formalin-fixed tissues require
different
methodological
approaches
compared to fresh samples, e.g., for
immunohistochemistry it requires antigen
recovery techniques23.
Fixation of tissue for glycogen study should
be prompt as there is an initial sharp loss of
glycogen postmortem. Fixatives having faster
penetration rates always give better
preservation of glycogen and since, there are
some fixatives with faster penetrating
capabilities, they can produce better results
with glycogen. Carnoy's is one of the best
fixatives that produce good results in
subsequent tissue processing procedures. The
chemical composition of Carnoy's changes
with time and stored solution has the fruity
smell of ethyl acetate24. It interacts by
hydrogen bond formation with each other and
with various groups in tissues. These
association compounds apparently stabilize
tissue structures and prevent or minimize
shrinkage25. It is rapid in action and may be
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used for urgent biopsy specimens for paraffin
processing within 5 hours. This explains why
we got better results with PAS staining
method for glycogen. Fixation on Carnoy's
for more than 18 hours can result in
hydrolysis of nucleic acids with loss of RNA;
this effect can be suppressed by using 5 ml
instead of 10 ml acetic acid26. Carnoy’s fluid
is the fixative of choice for studies of fibrous
proteins and associated carbohydrate by
histochemical
and
special
staining
techniques25. Substitution of methanol for
ethanol in Carnoy’s fixative gives methacarn,
which has been shown to be an excellent
fixative for preserving tissue RNA27.
Methacarn fixation is superior to NBF in
retaining antigen immunoreactivity and does
not require antigen retrieval. It has been
recommended
for
prospective
immunohistochemical
studies
assessing
mitotic indices in tissues28, 29.
This is the first study form the Sudan that
compare the most frequently used procedures
in Sudanese histotechnology laboratories
following buffed formalin and Carnoy’s
fixatives. There are few un-published
previous studies in this context in the Sudan.
These studies compared formalin with other
fixatives such as Omni-fix and microwave
which are not widely applicable for routine
work.
In conclusion: Although, Carnoy’s fluid is a
safe fixative and can rapidly penetrate the
tissues, but it cannot be a substitute for
buffered formalin. Though, formalin has
credited the best results, but it might not be
suitable with tissues requiring faster
penetrating rates such as glycogen and other
important carbohydrates.
Indeed, there exists a great neediness for
human tissues for research and development.
Efforts are required toward developing
standardized methods of tissue fixation and
processing for more accurate comparison of
all intended diagnostic molecules from
multiple tissue varieties. Such an exercise will
help in the identification of the best fixation
procedure to develop an ideal tissue template
for
histochemical
and
molecular
identifications.
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